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In one of my articles I termed DPR Korea as a wonder of the world. This is not
exaggerating but is a fact. If we carefully look at the current situation of DPR Korea,
then we will find that the country is advancing forward with great pace. Every day the
country is achieving tremendous successes in all fields of development. As we know
DPR Korea has been imposed economic sanctions by imperialist countries for long
time. Then the question arises how it is possible to achieve miraculous successes
despite economic sanctions. Is there any magic behind it? Yes, there is magic, the
magic of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism, the only revolutionary and guiding ideology of our
times. Now I will try to explain the justness of my opinion.
Ideology plays pivotal role in changing old social system into a new one. It is a
universal truth. Ideology comes from philosophical and political thinkers. It should be
mentioned that all ideologies do not serve the interest of the masses of the people. For
example, the capitalistic ideology serves the interest of the exploiting classes, not the
working class. Under capitalist system the working class is exploited and oppressed.
Great Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels founded Marxism which was the
comprehensive ideology for the emancipation of the working class. Based on Marxism,
revolutionary activities were started in many countries under the leadership of
communist party. According to Karl Marx the revolution would take place in those
countries where capitalism fully developed and working class are formidable forces in
the society. But it was proved wrong. The first socialist revolution took place in Russia
where capitalism was at infant stage, rather feudalism was the main economic and
political system of Russia. So great V.I. Lenin had to found new ideas to accomplish
socialist revolution and work of construction which was later known as Leninism.
After Russian revolution socialist revolutions took place in China, Korea, Vietnam,
Cuba etc. All these countries were not capitalist countries. So socialist leaders of these
countries had to find out new ideas to accomplish the revolution.
Korean peninsula was occupied by Japanese imperialist forces in1905. Korea’s
economy was mainly based on agriculture. The leader of the Korean revolution great
Comrade Kim Il Sung started Korean revolution based on Marxist ideology. He was well
versed on Marxism. But at one stage of revolution he discovered that Marxism was not
enough to accomplish Korean revolution. He founded Juche idea which was the key of
success of Korean revolution and work of socialist construction. The immortal Juche
idea was enriched by great leader Comrade Kim Jong Il. He explained clearly what
Juche idea is and why it is an original idea compared to preceding ideas. He found out
the weakness and limitations of Marxism. Thus, he established the Juche idea on strong
philosophical base. On the other hand, Comrade Kim Jong Il founded Songun politics
that is the superb political idea in the contemporary world. Juche idea and Songun
politics are core elements or components of Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism.

Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is an original ideology that clearly defines the man’s
destiny and man’s attributes. The preceding ideologies including Marxism could not
explain on these issues like Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism. For example, Marxism
considers man as only matter. But it does not consider man’s attributes which play
important role to shape the destiny of human being. Marxism also does not define
man’s position in the society. For the first time the Juche idea which is the basis of
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism clearly defines man’s position in the society. It elucidates
that man is the master of the society. Not only that this ideology clearly defines man’s
attributes i.e. creativity, consciousness and independence.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism shows how socialist revolution and work of construction
can be successful and how the country to be protected from the enemies.
Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism’s fidelity and correctness have been proved in the soil of
DPR Korea. Thanks to Chairman Marshal Kim Jong Un who is leading the country
following the principles elucidated in Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism.
In conclusion, I called upon the progressive and revolutionary people of the world to
give up preceding ideologies and hold strongly Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism, because it is
the only revolutionary and guiding ideology of the contemporary world that I tried to
prove heres. I strongly believe if they really hold this ideology, they will be victorious
against capitalism, imperialism and all sorts of exploitation and oppression.
Long live Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism.
Long live Chairman Marshal Kim Jong Un
Long live DPR Korea
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